Abstract. Rhythm should be regarded as a perceptional category rather than as a property of the work of art. Rhythm might be classified according to three principles, serial rhythm, sequential rhythm and dynamic rhythm, three basic sets of gestalt qualities that lay the foundation for versification systems.
Modernist free verse has urged us to provide a broader definition of poetic rhythm than it was done in traditional versification studies. A more vigorous idea about poetic rhythm might be established with the help of the significant advances within metrics during the last decades made by Mikhail Gasparov (1996) , Reuven Tsur (2008) and Richard Cureton (1992) . Gasparov established the versification systems, Tsur is the founder of cognitive metrics, and Cureton managed to distinguish between different principles of rhythm. I would like to discuss a cognitive perspective of poetic rhythm in relation to a poem by Sylvia Plath, "Winter Trees" from November 1962. The poem was published in her third collection of posthumous works in 1971, while its title also became the title of the volume. This poem compares the life of trees with the life of women. The wedding occurs in the first stanza. In the second stanza, conception takes place, and in the third one we meet two mythical mothers. The winter of the first stanza turns into a kind of springtime in the second one. At the beginning of the last stanza there is summer that fades away in the last lines. Winter reigns in this poem, but summer introduces a parallel mythical scene. The shadows in line 15 re-establish contact with the realistic landscape of the first lines, but at the same time they evoke the shadows of Hades. Wood (1992: 160f.) and Bassnett (2005: 115f.) , among others, have commented on this poem. Bassnett especially notices the word 'ring' (line 4) as the heart of a series of significant assonances collecting the most important motifs and themes of the poem. ' [R] ing' is also a metaphor with many meanings -the ringing sound, marriage, wholeness, the annual rings, and the rings on a water surface and so on. She suggests that the sound pattern creates an impression of echoing, and remarks that this poem must be read slowly, "in a kind of chant". The rhyme pattern is provided next to the text above. Bassnett also comments on the mythical figures in the last stanza. According to Greek mythology, Leda was seduced by the god Zeus in the disguise of a swan, and gave birth to twins. In art history, 'pietà' denotes Virgin Mary, another mother of a god, when mourning her dead son. Wood (1992: 161) remarks that line 8 ("They seed so effortlessly!") "constitutes a soothing moment in her troubled landscape", claiming that the poem returns to grief, but the moment has had its value of solace.
The notation of the poem is the following: 
Versification systems
Lately, prosody studies have succeeded in distinguishing separate versification systems of different cultures and epochs. Mikhail Gasparov has established the main systems, such as French syllabic versification or Chinese syllabomelodic versification (Gasparov 1996: 3f.) . In the Germanic literatures, we should take into account at least three versification systems (Lilja 2009: 279) :
 accentual versification of the four-beat line in the Middle Ages;  metre or tactus of the accentual-syllabic poetry;  free versification of the Modernist free verse.
What versification system is being elaborated here, considering "Winter Trees"? The poem mixes traditional characteristics of measured poetry with modernist ones. Many lines could be read with mixed tactus where a trisyllabic metre hovers over the text (for example lines 2-5 or lines 12-14). The form of this poem plays with traditional measures having stanzas with a regular number of lines and some kind of end rhyming -even if the rhymes mostly consist of assonances, like "ring" (line 4) -"winds" (line 9) -"wings" (line 11) -"nothing" (line 15). However, the tactus is not allowed to take over. The most obvious breaks happen in line 8 and line 11, where dissyllabic sequences do not cooperate with the dancing trisyllabics that might be heard for example in lines 4-5 and 12-14. The enjambment of line 2 is another place where a possible tactus breaks down. This is modern free verse with traditional features. It could be said that the poem rests in a state of metrical -non-metrical balance.
Bassnett's remark that this poem should be read slowly (Bassnett 2005: 116) calls for a reading style that strengthens possible prominences, like the molossi in lines 1 and 15 and the spondees in line 6, 9, 10 and 13.
Principles of rhythm
A versification system relies on a certain rhythmical principle with the addition of some sets of rules. Richard Cureton locates three so-called temporalities in poetry -tactus, grouping and prolongation (Cureton 1992: 124f.) . These temporalities might apply to all kinds of aesthetic objects. Following Cureton, I will classify aesthetic rhythm according to three principles: serial rhythm, sequential rhythm and dynamic rhythm -three basic sets of gestalt qualities (Hopsch, Lilja 2007: 364) :  serial rhythm: tactus or beat in measured music and poetry;  segmental or sequential rhythm: the segment or the sequence of the phrase, which is to be found in free verse and in the half-line of the four-beat medieval line, in music and in the surface of a painting, as well as in parts of a sculpture or a piece of architecture;  dynamic rhythm: the forces and directions in two-and three-dimensional artefacts, and the temporal intensification towards a focus in music and poetry; this is the semantic rhythm of a prolongation.
The rhythmical principle of measured poetical forms from the Renaissance up to Romanticism is serial. The rhythmical principle of Germanic medieval accentual versification as well as of Modernist free verse is segmental. The Middle Ages as well as Modernism use structured sequences in combination with a powerful segmentation. However, they differ as regards their respective sets of rules, while Modernist poetry repudiates any rule of versification. The same rhythmical principle underlies two different verse systems.
Analyses have shown that a poem mostly uses two or three principles of rhythm, and this is also the case in Plath's "Winter Trees". At the acoustic level, salient sequences (line 1:1 "The wet dawn inks" o OOO) are mixed with rows of serial elements (line 14 "Who are these pietàs?" o O oo O o). The rhythm of typography is, of course, dynamic.
Also the prolongations use dynamic rhythm. A prolongation is a movement towards the central point of information, the ʻgoal'. Weaker phrases are anticipating or extending the goal of a sentence. "Anticipations" cause rising movements and "extensions" falling movements (Cureton 1992: 146f.) . In "Winter Trees", the lines are grouped in prolongations as follows:
Lines 1, 2-3, 4-5 Lines 6-8, 9-10 Lines 11-12, [13] [14] 15 The first and the last lines of the poem are closed and very long -they provide prolongations of their own. The beginning of stanza 2 constitutes an extra long prolongation of three lines.
Rhythmical levels
A poem has at least four rhythmical levels -the whole poem, the stanza, the line and the phrase. If you study the poem as a whole, the printed picture will dominate the impression, and the rhythm will be primarily visual -provided that you read it silently. As to the stanza, its rhythm is visual as well, but you might also hear its structure. The line is brief enough to form an audible gestalt, but you can see it as well. The rhythm of a phrase, however, cannot be grasped by the eye -the rhythm is audible only. In practice, there is of course interplay between the different levels. Here I will mainly focus on the audible rhythms of lines and phrases. I am not going to analyse the visual rhythms in "Winter Trees". They allude to an older type of repeated stanza schemas, the traditional square. However, the regular change of line lengths within stanzas in "Winter Trees" -one long, one short -is more obvious to the eye than countable in number of prominences per line, except for the last stanza where stress numbers change regularly: 4, 2, 4, 2, 6.
In this poem, the line is more stable than the phrase. Or, in other words, the closures of lines are mostly observed but phrase limits appear to be less distinct.
Gestalts and Schemas
A cognitive perspective of poetic rhythm must begin with investigating some perceptual forces (Tsur 2008: 132-140 ) and sensory-motor experiences (Johnson 2007: 35f.) . The hypothesis here is that the reading process orders rhythmical impulses into series of perceptual patterns or gestalts. These gestalts are characterised by force and balance ordered with the help of sensory-motor experiences. Poetic rhythm may be understood as different combinations of force -an urge to move forwards, and balance -an instinct to stop time and rest, both within the limits of a perceptual pattern or gestalt. Let us take a closer look at the key concepts of gestalt, force and balance.
Perceptual patterns can be apprehended as gestalts according to Gestalt psychology. Reuven Tsur, the founder of cognitive poetics, has elaborated the concept of gestalt, thus making it useful for versification studies (2008) . Discussing movements in the verse line, Tsur explores the perceptual forces of Arnheim's visual diagrams (Arnheim 1957) . He demonstrates how audible figures are perceived in the same way as visual ones. Motion in visual figures appears analogously in the acoustic gestalts of lines and phrases in poetry. When the focus moves too close to the border, perceptual forces create the impression of motion within patterns or gestalts (Tsur 2008: 133) .
Gestalts in "Winter Trees" are, for example, perceived figures, lines, prolongations and stanzas. Line 8, for example, makes a beautiful rhythmical pattern or gestalt: "They seed so effortlessly!" o O o O o 0 o. This harmonious perceived figure is part of the gestalt of stanza 2 etc.
How do we group the acoustic impulses? Mark Johnson, a founder of cognitive philosophy, explores how humans perceive the world proceeding from sensory-motor experiences. His books , 2007 , Lakoff and Johnson 1999 investigate how the human body creates meaning out of aesthetic perceptions. The bodily experiences settle stable patterns of perception, creating unity and significance. An image schema stands for a bodily experience transferred into a stable pattern of perception (Johnson 1987 : xix f.), or the image schemas are preconceptual structures that operate in our perceptual acts (1987: 75).
We have a poem, perceptual gestalts and sensory-motor image schemas. 'Rhythm' seems to be a matter of the perceptual level triggered by impulses from the poem like repetitions, tactus and other salient devices, but the shape and the meaning of rhythm may emanate from embodied motor senses, from the muscle memory, from the experience of the rhythms of the human body. Force and balance are two of the image schemas that Johnson presents in The Body in the Mind (1987: 41-100) . Only these two schemas seem to be relevant for aesthetic rhythm.
In "Winter Trees", the ionicus of line 9:2 "that are footless", oo O0, has a forward direction or -using traditional versification terminology -rising rhythm. The phrase of 9:2 constitutes a gestalt, and within this gestalt a forward movement takes place. Exemplifying 'balance', we may look at 15:2 "but easing nothing" o O o O o. This is a phrase in a balance that you can see and hear, but it may also refer to a motor balance, a bodily memory, awakened through the means of listening.
Direction
The image schema of 'force' describes movements along a path (Johnson 1987: 45-47; Talmy 2000) . These are understood as cognitive metaphors, the hidden structures of spoken language. Mark Johnson refers to cognitive metaphors when he explores the connection between perceived movement and music (2007: 246-254; Lakoff, Johnson 1999: 60-73) . The musical path of listening in Johnson's examples could easily be transferred into the path of reading a poem.
Poets say that they walk a poem -they need to take a walk to get started. Walking seems to be the most important bodily rhythm when it comes to poetry. When walking, you leave one state of balance, heading towards a new point of balance. In between, your body for a moment is in a state of imbalance (Johnson 1987: 85ff.) . This is obvious also in dancing, jumping etc.
A body creates directions when it moves in space. Transferred to the terminology of versification, 'direction' refers to rising and falling movements in the phrase, the line and the prolongation. If focus occurs late, it causes a rising movement, and consequently a falling rhythm means that dominating prominences are to be found at the beginning of the phrase or line. A phrase like O o O ("Full of wings", 11:1) just rests (Talmy 2000: 414) . In metred versification, the directions are said to follow the first syllable of the line. If it is stressed, the direction falls, and if it is a weak syllable, the direction rises. Line 10 seems to be a falling line:
Waist-deep in history -OO o O oo Prominences 3 Syllable stress ratio 2
The opening spondee is heavy indeed. Focus must fall upon "hist(ory)", that is the most important information here. " [H] istory" is the very point that takes this poem from a rather realistically depicted landscape into the mythical world. The line is acoustically falling, but semantically rising. If you allow the tactus to dominate the text, this line could be interpreted as dactylic Ooo Ooo. Such a reading points at the adonius O oo O o from lines 4:1 and 7. The falling adonius is a strong rhythmical leitmotif in this poem, and it lingers also behind lines 9:1, 12 and 14. The dashing tactus of the adonius brings some lines into a possible mixed tactus -for example, lines 4-5 and lines 12-14.
You will find the same parameters at play when using the tool of prolongation, but here it is the question of phrases that bear more or less information in relation to the semantic hot spot. Line 2-3 is a prolongation in rest. The one and only enjambment of this poem connects the two lines: "the trees // Seem" o O // O:
On their blotter of fog the trees
The first phrase 2:1 forms the anticipation -a rising direction -and the last one 3:2 the extension -a falling direction. The prolongation goal happens in the enjambment phrase that forms a spondee with one leg in line 2 and the other one in line 3 (2:2-3:1). The word "Seem" is thus heavily stressed, something that introduces a strain of dreaminess into the poem. The rhythmical figure of the prolongation is weak -strong -weak x X x.
Balance, rest and repetition
The second image schema interesting from the point of view of aesthetic rhythm is that of balance (Johnson 1987: 85f.) . From the beginning, 'balance' is a term in classical rhetoric where it points at the figure of parallelism (Nordman 1987: 13) . How to use the schema of balance in versification studies? There are two possibilities:
-form segments may be in internal balance or not; -form segments may balance each other or not.
Serial rhythms of metred measures mainly strive at internal balance (the first case), but free versification prefers repeated patterns (the second case). "Winter Trees", a free versification with many serial elements, combines the two possibilities to a high degree. This analysis owes much to Richard Cureton's idea of temporalities in versification (Cureton 1992: 123). two balancing hemistichs, for instance, the alexandrine with its three iambs on each side of the break in the middle of the line.
The resting creticus O o O "ring on ring" (4:2) captures a series of assonances in the poem that were already hinted at in line 1, "inks" and "doing"; in line 3, "drawing"; and in phrase 4:1, "growing". Bassnett points at the repetition of -ing in this poem, that also occurs in "wedding", "knowing", "tasting", "ring(doves)", "chanting", "easing", "nothing", and of course phrase 11:1 "Full of wings". The resting creticus O o O of 4:2 plays a key role in making this series of nasal assonances audible, thus unifying the poem. The very last line, "The shadows of ringdoves chanting, but easing nothing", to a great extent consists of repeated nasals.
In this poem, resting figures cooperate with the semantic emphasis. We have the two cretici 4:2 and 11:1 that capture the word music, especially of line 1 and line 15. The harmonious line 8 has already been given as an example: "They seed so effortlessly" However, mixed serial rhythm is just one level in this complex rhythmical interplay. In this poem, repeated, directed figures happen to add tactus to the free verse, and even internally balanced figures could be understood as dissyllabic tactus. These two rhythmic themes clash in a performance that is not able to unite them, and the consequence is that the free verse reading prevails.
"Winter Trees" should be read slowly. A slow performance brings out details that counteract the tendency toward serial rhythm. For example, the spondees OO of 6:2, 10:1 and 13:1 and the molossi OOO of 1:1 and 15:1 should be realized. Their heaviness here is divergent, but nevertheless they are part of a whole. Tsur (1998: 141-192) has shown that accent meetings are somehow differentiated when performed. Length and tone cooperate in a play that allows both the heaviness of the expression in, for example, "wet dawn inks" OOO and a small difference between the three syllables, making it possible for the molossus to interplay with other rhythmic motifs in the poem. The repeated nasals unify this piece, but so do the repeated figures.
Interpretation
Let us observe how rhythm and meaning cooperate in this poem. We have found two rhythmic themes: -a mixed serial rhythm most obviously expressed in the adonii. However, a slow performance prevents the tactus and underlines rhythmic details. Serial rhythm is most evident in lines 2-5 and lines 12-14. -dissyllabic sequences starting with the creticus "ring on ring" in 4:2, repeated in "Full of wings" in 11:1. We have already pointed at the dissyllabics of line 8. Line 11 continues with "otherworldliness", O o O oo or O o O o 0. The dissyllabic sequences in 13:2 and 15:2 underline the focus on line 8 and 11 when closing the poem.
Both patterns -the mixed tactus and the dissyllabics -should be performed softly. The first and the last line break the pattern due to their considerable length as well as their molossi OOO. These salient devices get the poem started in the first case and form a steady closure in the second one. The rhythm of the poem is characterized by the two rather stable patterns that relieve each other. The mixed serial rhythm covers most space, but the dissyllabic sequences dominate emphatic passages. The most obvious breaks occur in line 8 and line 11. What is said in those lines? Line 8 "They seed so effortlessly" depicts a moment of happy fertilization. Line 11 "Full of wings, otherworldliness" refers to the myth of Leda, the queen of Sparta, her rape or seduction by Zeus disguised as a swan. Line 11 complicates the happy moment of line 8. The dissyllabics of line 13 "[O mother] of leaves and sweetness" repeats the rhythm of line 8 and 11, retaining the sweet summer for one more moment. However, the next repetition, in 15:2, expresses despair, listening to the ringdoves from the kingdom of the dead.
If the rooted trees in this poem stand for a female principle, the male counterpart consists of birds, wings, and air. Leda and Mary are both taken by gods and give birth to extraordinary men with sad fates. Leda is here focused on as a bride and Mary as a mourning mother. They both parallel as well as contrast each other. Conceptions could be better and worse. The state of being deep-rooted gives one advantages that are not shared by birds of the air.
I have already pointed at the creticus of 4:2 "ring on ring", that seems to bring together the word music of this poem. It is the centre of powerful assonances, and it fits into both rhythmical themes. Even more than that -semantically, this phrase captures the themes and motifs of the poem: marriage and giving birth, annual rings pointing at myth and history, and the rings on an unreal water surface. The circle also stands for wholeness, for example that of a woman's life -from the wedding up to the mourning for the dead. This poem might be said to move in a circle. After its visit to a mythical summer it returns to the winter landscape.
